Cutting Instructions
Party Girl

Yardage Requirements

Party Girl

Cutting

34 x 24

~1 Charm Pack (41 squares)

Charm Squares:

Sashing and Inner Border:

~Dark Setting Triangles: ¼ yd

Cut each 5” square in

(17) 1 ½” x 9”

~Light Cornerstones and Setting Triangles: ⅛ yd

half horizontally and

~Sash and Inner Border: ¼ yd

then again vertically.

Outer Border:

~Outer Border: ¼ yd

(You will have (4) 2 ½”

(2) 2 ½” x 20 ½”

~Binding: ¼ yd

squares of each charm.)

(2) 2 ½” x 30”

Dark Setting Triangles:

Binding:

(12) 4” x 4”

(3) 2 ¼” x WOF

~Backing and Batting: 42” x 32”
Note: This quilt is made with ½ of a charm pack. You can easily
grow it by using the remaining ½ of the charm pack to make
additional blocks. Or make a second one for a friend!
Note: If you choose not to use precuts you will need (82) 2 ½”
squares instead of the charm pack.

Light Setting Triangles:
(12) 2 ¼” x 2 ¼”
Cornerstones:

Read all instructions before starting.

(12) 1 ½” x 1 ½”

Sample blocks made with Amelia
by Me and My Sister Designs

All seam allowances are ¼”

WOF= width of fabric

Always press toward the darker fabric, unless otherwise noted.

#FB2
#FB2

Party Girl
Finished Size 34”x 24”

Piecing the blocks
Start by sorting the quartered charm squares (2 ½”) into lights and
mediums. You will be using 2 of each print. (78 squares will be used
to make the blocks, and the 4 remaining squares will be used as
cornerstones for the outer border.)
Each block is pieced with 9 medium colored squares and
4 light colored squares.
Layout all 13 squares as shown in the diagram, paying attention to color placement.
Add the dark and light setting
triangles to the layout.

Assemble the block by sewing the rows together diagonally, as
shown.
Repeat to make (6) 9” blocks.

Assembling the Quilt Center
Layout the blocks and
sashing as shown.
Sew together in rows.
Press to the sashing.
Sew the rows together.
Press to the sashing.

Adding the Outer Border
Sew the longer strips to the top and bottom of the quilt. Press to the outer border.
Use the 4 remaining 2 ½” squares for the cornerstones. Sew one square to each
end of the shorter border strips. Press to the cornerstones.
Sew to the sides of the quilt. Press to the outer border.

Completing the Quilt:
Layer and quilt as desired. Or, try our free Cabbage Rose design!
Sew the 2 ¼” strips into one long length, and use to bind your quilt.
(Visit the website at www.sewnintothefabric.com to download our free Cabbage Rose
quilting design, or if you need help applying a double fold binding)
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